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🔥Michael Flynn’s call w RU Ambassador Kislyak is so
detrimental to the Trump Administration that the @DOJ
REFUSED a court order to release it publicly‼ 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/justice-department-fails-to-comply-with-court-…

💥BOOM💥Judge Sullivan lambasted Flynn, the former national security adviser for

his actions, saying, “Arguably, you sold your country out.”  

Sullivan also asked if Mueller had ever contemplated charging Flynn with

"treason”🔥Do you see why the call is being SUPPRESSED⁉👇👇👇
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💥💣💥John Dowd tried to cover up Flynn’s TREASON because he KNEW that

Trump was implicated‼ Dowd knows that the @GOP IS COMPLICIT IN TREASON‼ 

Transcript released of Flynn voicemail from Trump lawyer showing po…
The Justice Department on Friday released a more complete transcript of a voice
mail from Donald Trump's attorney John Dowd to Rob Kelner, the lawyer for
Trump's former national security adviser Mich…

https://apple.news/A_UL8d4NMSX26tgM8pI1IwA

💥🧨💥Dowd said it was a NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUE- because he knew that

Trump was involved😳 Therefore it will be revealed in the counterintelligence

investigation that is ONGOING‼ 
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BREAKING NEWS Even though John Dowd, Trumps 
criminal defense atty, KNEW that Trump was implicated in the 
Flynn situation and that it was a NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUE,  
he tried to cover it up by telling the American people a LIE about 
the Mueller investigation 
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🧨 Did Michael Flynn become an asset for Putin⁉
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 AHEM... General Flynn and his son went to Russian 
Ambassador Sergei Kislyak's home Dec. 2, 2015. A week later 
they went to Moscow for RT dinner and Flynn sat next to Putin

 investigaterussia.org/media/2018-04-…
1,475 2:53 AM - Dec 9, 2018
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1,171 people are talking about this

Flynn Met Kislyak in 2015
Former national security advisor and son went to Russian
ambassador's home four months after first Trump meeting and week
investigaterussia.org

🤔There is a lot of lying when it involves contact w RU Ambassador Kislyak. Jeff

Sessions didn’t come clean either. What was so bad that they’d risk going to prison

for lying to Federal agents⁉Selling out your country perhaps⁉
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BOOM Jeff Sessions's Grave Conflict of Interest: A 
government official with first-hand knowledge of the matter told 
me that the attorney general therefore instructed aides to make 
false statements in briefings to the press  
nybooks.com/daily/2019/05/…
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Jeff Sessions's Grave Conflict of Interest | by Murray Waas
A government official with first-hand knowledge of the matter told me
that Jeff Sessions enlisted his subordinates to lie on his behalf that he
nybooks.com

🤔Wasn’t it interesting how Flynn seemed to know exactly what was coming with

respect to RU Nation State hacking⁉
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Back to Flynn’s letter where he talks about “Nation State” 
hacking- ( tip to @IdeaGov who helped w me w my own NS 
hack cc @MingGao26) KT McFarland, also knew - because she 
SAID SO  twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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BOOM What other details might be blacked out in the Flynn 
document Remember these Trump Tower videos w Flynn, KT 
McFarland, Cohen and the Qatar guys  twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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